Carpe Datum: What You Need to Succeed Now.

Take advantage of our Roadmap Workshops and prepare your organization to seize the new opportunities in analytics. Special complimentary offer!

Data analytics depend on tightly integrated IT structures and real-time data streams that put quality information where and when it’s needed. Until you get the foundational elements right, you could be just spinning your wheels. The three primary problem areas we most encounter are a company’s Information Strategy, Information Architecture within a solid Enterprise Architecture -- and Integration. Get these right, and you’re much closer to delivering on the promises of data analytics.

Ask yourself these three questions:

1. Have I documented the primary goals for information use in my company?
2. Have I mapped out the critical sources or users?
3. Have I outlined the key milestones in a plan against which I can execute to achieve my objectives?

If any of your answers are “No” or “I’m not sure,” you’ll want to look into one of our Roadmap Workshops.

Spend 4 hours with an Architect and design your foundation for successful analytics.

Leveraging Technology is offering the workshops below to help your organization take the next step to address the foundational elements you need to seize the opportunities in data and analytics. One of our experienced Enterprise, Information or Business Architects will meet with you and your key stakeholders in a 3-4 hour facilitated session.

Together, you’ll apply one of our frameworks or methodologies to help your organization clearly define its data management objectives and lay out a roadmap to achieve them. It’s our way of introducing you to our deep understanding of IT Architecture and Integration while demonstrating how we can add value to your organization.

Call or email us today to schedule one of these no-obligation workshops!

Information Strategy Roadmap Workshop

This workshop will probe two fundamental questions for your organization:

- How does your business depend on information today and what strategic advantage can it offer you in the future?
- How can your business strategy be enabled and even enhanced with the right information strategy – one that works toward achieving business goals and building necessary information capabilities?

We will help you outline the information strategy that’s right for your business using key elements of our “Strategy to Initiative” methodology.
Information Architecture Roadmap Workshop

This workshop will help your organization achieve the sound information architecture your enterprise architecture depends on to deliver meaningful results. In it, we will:

- Apply our Enterprise Architecture Operating Model methodology to assess the state of your program.
- Uncover missing elements that are holding you back from a well-rounded and effective Enterprise Architecture program.

We will produce a high level assessment of your current Enterprise Architecture program, including a focus on Information Architecture, and highlight key opportunities that will improve your effectiveness.

Integration Roadmap Workshop

Today you are moving data across interfaces between hundreds of applications, both inside and outside the enterprise. Is it efficient and effective or do you have point-to-point batch interfaces that are complex and difficult to support? Information that isn’t high quality and accessible at the right place and time creates delays and obstacles – especially with data analytics. This workshop will surface underlying integration issues that can short-circuit your Information Strategies and Information Architecture.

Using our Integration Architecture Framework, we will:

- Do a high level assessment of your needs.
- Model our formula for successful, efficient, repeatable integration.

Together, we will develop an actionable set of recommendations that will improve your company’s integration capabilities in the short term for immediate benefits.

Contact

Call or email us today to schedule a workshop for your organization. Info@LeveragingTechnology.com or 585.454.4250 x100.

About Leveraging Technology

We are a business consulting firm founded in 1998. We couple Enterprise Architecture expertise with a deep understanding of Integration to improve agility, flexibility, acceleration and business performance. We employ a practical, partnering approach to transforming the design and architecture of business and information technology environments.

As integration and analytic technologies converge, we enable companies to utilize these capabilities most effectively and build an edge over those that do not, thus gaining access to previously unknown insights, and responding accurately, at speed, to complex situations.